Alumni, Attention!

The Psychology Department is collecting information and stories about alumni who would like to see included in the Psychology department scrapbook. If you have any accomplishments or other events you would like to see included it also. Please indicate your year of IU South Bend graduation.

Dr. Gwynn Schult had her last day at IU South Bend Psychology. Gwynn is not leaving Psychology entirely, as she will retain her joint appointment, but she will be moving to the Department of History and Philosophy of Science at IU Bloomington. Congratulations, Dr. Schult! Thank you for your years of service.

Dr. Daniel DeBrule and the P390 students conducted their poster session on December 8th. Pictures taken at the event may be found at this link. Dr. Laura Talcott, who joined the IU South Bend faculty in Fall 2007, recently successfully defended his doctoral dissertation at the University of Southern Mississippi. His dissertation title was "The Effect of Writing as Exposure Therapy on PTSD Symptoms." Congratulations, Dr. DeBrule!

Department Chair of Psychology, Dr. Schult and the P429 students conducted their poster session in the Psychology hallways of Wiekamp Hall on December 3rd. Poster sessions for the two advanced labs for Fall 2008 were held at the end of the semester. Dr. Daniel S. DeBrule presented a paper titled "Research on Prayer: Dramatically affect recycling compliance. Theoretical and practical implications regarding human perceptions of nature. In addition, we explore how simple design aspects in the workplace may lessen the negative impacts humans have on the environment. Yet, educational programs that accompany photo (below, courtesy Kevin Ladd) that focus on tall green plants and recycling compliance are the best way to increase recycling compliance."

Several IU South Bend Psychology students made presentations at the 14th annual Indiana Academy of Social Sciences Conference held in Kokomo this fall. Pictures taken at the event may be found at this link.

Like many throughout the nation, the Psychology Department requires that all students be advised at least once each year by a faculty member. Advising simply means having a conversation with a faculty member to discuss your academic plan and how your courses at IU South Bend fit into the requirements for completing your degree(s). It is crucial to your life information and graduation. As you can see, advising is much more than just input regarding your career planning, résumé
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Effective July 1, 2008, Dr. Daniel S. DeBrule continues as the faculty sponsor for Psi Chi for 2008-09. The Psychology Department requires that all students be advised at least once each year by a faculty member. Advising simply means having a conversation with a faculty member to discuss your academic plan and how your courses at IU South Bend fit into the requirements for completing your degree(s). It is crucial to your life information and graduation. As you can see, advising is much more than just input regarding your career planning, résumé
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